Imagine the world's simplest operating ultracentrifuge. Add the most reliable drive ever designed—the Ultra-Smooth vacuum-encased induction system. Include automatic "Soft-Start," built-in diagnostics and the ability to run every Beckman high performance rotor. Top it off with a most attractive purchase price. And you have the new Model L7-55—the one you have been asking for.

With speeds to 55,000 rpm, forces to 408,000 g, integrated circuit logic and remarkably simple controls, the L7 is ideal for everyday applications. It's the perfect addition to the Beckman family of induction drive ultracentrifuges, joining the premier L8M models—the ultimate in centrifugal research tools—and the Benchtop TL-100 for rapid microvolume separations.

Use the L7 for the routine jobs. Save your L8M for investigations where microprocessor control and memory are an advantage, where delicate gradients call for acceleration/deceleration versatility, where computer interfacing is needed for remote control or record keeping.

When you want to cut run times for these jobs by more than half, use the TL-100.

The workaday Model L7-55: it's something special—especially for you!

To get better acquainted, ask for Brochure SB-667. Beckman Instruments, Inc., Spinco Division, 1050 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304.

BECKMAN
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Our ras oncogene antibodies know a mutant when they see one.

The different reactivities of our anti-p21-Ser and pan-reactive anti-p21 antibodies are demonstrated here. Cellular extracts from five cell lines incorporating five variants of the ras oncogene were probed. While p21 from all five cell lines was detected with our pan-reactive anti-p21 antibody (left panel), only mutant p21 from the K-balb cell line (Ki-ras gene with serine at amino acid 12) was detected with our anti-p21-Ser antibody (right panel).

And to make it easy for your research, Cetus offers five convenient alternatives for detecting ras oncogene proteins in cellular or tumor extracts. Cetus' anti-p21-Ser rabbit polyclonal antibody, for example, binds to v-Ki-ras (serine at position 12) but not to v-Ha-ras (arginine at position 12) protein or ras proteins containing glycine (normal) at position 12. We've also demonstrated analogous specificity in our anti-p21-Val, anti-p21-Asp and anti-p21-Arg polyclonal antibodies. This specificity provides the tool for the characterization of cell lines or tumors according to ras position 12 mutant type.

Our pan-reactive p21 monoclonal antibody, on the other hand, reacts with all known forms of the p21 protein and shows no interference with GTP binding activity. It is useful for exploring ras oncogene expression, and has been used in immunohistochemical studies.

You can get these antibodies in a convenient kit format, designed to analyze cellular and tissue extracts. We include the antibodies and colorimetric reagents for Western blots. In the case of mutant-specific antibodies, we will also provide reagents for a combination immunoprecipitation-Western immunoblot procedure. Our colorimetric format gives you easy-to-interpret patterns without having to wait for autoradiography.

We'd like to share our results.

In Cetus' laboratories, our scientists have applied our ras oncogene antibodies successfully to the characterization of structure-function relationships. These studies are helping us understand cancer's cellular origins and directing us to new solutions in cancer diagnosis and therapy.

Contact Cetus Diagnostics today. We'll send you reprints of some published results and tell you how you too can use these antibodies in your research.

Kodak and Cetus®
A Shared Commitment to Better Diagnostic Products.

Cetus Diagnostics
1400 Fifty-Third Street
Emeryville, CA 94608
(800) 448-0049 (except California) (800) 448-0048 (in California only)
Telex number: 4992659.

FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY.
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The new Eppendorf Micro Centrifuge.

With 50% higher capacity, variable speed, quieter operation, and quick-release rotor.

Brand new and turning 18.

Higher capacity...plus.
The new 18-place Model 5415 Micro Centrifuge gives you important operating advantages—with unique Eppendorf quality.

Versatile in use.
Model 5415 has a variable-speed motor that reaches a maximum of 14,000 rpm with an RCF of 16,000 x g; a 30-minute timer; and a momentary button for short spins. It accepts 1.5 mL, 500 µL, 400 µL, and 250 µL Eppendorf Microcentrifuge Tubes and blood collection microtubes, such as B-D Microtainer* Tubes.

New rotor design.
The enclosed rotor design reduces air turbulence for quieter operation. And the new quick-release feature lets you transport the rotor with tubes—especially convenient when the centrifuge is run in a cold room.

Safe and rugged.
The Eppendorf 5415 Micro Centrifuge is UL listed for safety. It's so rugged that an accidentally unbalanced load won't cause excessive vibration or motor damage.

Enclosed rotor design reduces air turbulence and noise. Tubes are angled precisely at 45° to maximize pellet formation.

Quick-release feature allows the 18-position rotor to be easily transported even when loaded.

*Microtainer® Tubes is a registered trademark of Becton Dickinson and Company.
Now the most advanced, integrated and versatile instrument for research light microscopy... The Nikon Microphot. So advanced it will enhance the very process of discovery itself.

Available in two models, the Microphot FX has a built-in camera, while the Microphot may be equipped with any camera from Nikon’s FX system.

The Microphot FX microscope uses a microprocessor and software program to provide flawless, automatic photography. Features include binocular focusing for photography with moveable 1% spot metering or 30% averaging. FX direct-projection provides fast shutter speeds, maximum metering sensitivity, and reduced glare and flare.

Both the Microphot FX and Microphot allow you to perform all viewing and analytical techniques in transmitted and reflected light... with a single instrument. You have the option of multiple functions simultaneously—photomicrography, image analysis, CCTV, microspectrophotometry.

Discover the Microphot FX and Microphot for yourself. Contact Nikon Inc., Instrument Group, 623 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, New York 11530.
(516) 222-0200.

Nikon
Extending Man’s Vision
One step beyond...

Experience new dimensions in biomedical research through the oculars of the Leitz® Diaplan and Orthoplan® 2 research microscopes. Designed to meet the recommendations of leading research microscopists around the world, these new microscopes feature:

- Large, high stability stand for rock solid support.
- Built-in-the-stand aperture and field diaphragms for true Koehler illumination down to 1.6x objectives.
- Newly designed flatfield and widefield objectives for unsurpassed brilliance, contrast and absolute neutral color rendition.
- Modular accessories for all imaging techniques from epifluorescence to interference contrast.

Find out how Leitz Diaplan and Orthoplan 2 microscopes can help you keep one step beyond the field in biomedical research. Call or write for additional information or a demonstration to E. Leitz, Inc., Rockleigh, NJ 07647. (201) 767-1100.
Introducing the New VANOX.
A breakthrough in research capability.

The quality of any research microscope relies on the interrelationship of optical performance, computer intelligence and mechanical capability. For more than six decades, Olympus has dedicated itself to development of a unique fusion of these distinct disciplines.

Nowhere is this achievement better exemplified than in the all-new Vanox Research Microscope System. An innovative concept that builds into the System’s models a broad range of skills and versatility traditionally requiring attachments, accessories and add-ons to limited-capability microscopes...all make the new Vanox the most significant contribution to research microscopes in over a decade.

Some of the built-in innovations include three photographic ports for cine, 35mm or large format cameras, auto-exposure with spot or integrated measurements, light balancing filters, choice of condensers and illuminators, including Koehler, and so much more that only a hands-on experience can attempt to show the breakthrough quality of the new Vanox models.

Arrange a demonstration now by contacting Olympus Corporation, Precision Instrument Division, 4 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, NY 11042-1179. Phone toll-free 1 (800) 446-5967.

OLYMPUS
NEW VANOX

In Canada: W. Carsen Co., Ltd., Ontario
Dispense and simultaneously dilute your samples in one easy step with the Finnpipette Diluter.

"Can't you find us an easier way to carry out sample dilutions?" was the plea from many of our customers. Using our experience gained over the last 15 years, we designed the Finnpipette Diluter. Compact and hand-held it costs one fifth the price of existing electronic devices. Once in use, the Diluter saves you even more - the one-step action cuts down operating time and the reusable dispensing unit means less disposables. Furthermore, you can use the Diluter in a whole host of applications - including immunoassays (RIA, EIA, FIA) haematology and all chemical dilutions. And since the head is autoclavable the Diluter is also ideal for microbiological and tissue culture work. Last but not least, you can use it as a diluent dispenser alone. Check out the details for yourself and call your nearest Labsystems subsidiary or distributor for a demonstration.
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Finnpipette Diluter from Labsystems.
YOUR PRESCRIPTION FOR ACCURATE COLOR.
THE PANASONIC "MEDICAL GROUP."

When your research depends on accurate color reproduction, taking a chance could be critical. That's why we offer the Medical Group.

The Panasonic® WV-CD500 compact solid-state color camera incorporates a three-chip interline CCD image sensor and an efficient middle index prism optics system for minimal burn-in and distortion. And produces resolution of 360 lines. Also the control unit separates from the camera body which makes it ideal for microscopy.

The MT-1340G 13" (meas diag) color monitor has been designed to meet the U.L. standard 544 for use in health-care facilities. Its accurate reproduction facilitates diagnoses where color tone and density are a factor. RGB (linear) input has been raised from the standard 0.7Vp-p to 1.5Vp-p to match the output signal levels of medical imaging devices. And it produces a resolution of 400 lines for crisp and easy-to-read images.

The AG-6300MD VHS recorder also conforms to the U.L. standard 544. It's perfectly suited for use with X-ray and ultra-sound equipment for diagnosis and medical training. Don't take a chance when your research depends on color accuracy. Take a look at the Panasonic "Medical Group."

For more information, contact your nearest Panasonic Professional/Industrial Video dealer or call your nearest regional office.

Northeast: (201) 348-7620  Midwest: (312) 981-4826  Southeast: (404) 925-6835  Southwest: (214) 257-0763

West: (714) 895-7290  Northwest: (206) 251-5209.

Panasonic Industrial Company
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The new frontiers in biology today are the frontiers of biotechnology tomorrow........

BIOTECHNOLOGY:
The Renewable Frontier

Edited by
Daniel E. Koshland, Jr.
Editor, Science

Discoveries in the modern biology laboratory are of great practical importance in industry today, as they have been in medicine for many years. This volume clearly illustrates the extraordinary cross-disciplinary aspects of modern biology and its tremendous impact on the future. Like its 1984 predecessor, this collection presents the latest and most important topics at the forefront of biological research. Compiled from papers in Science, 1985.

Contents

I. New Techniques
   In Vitro Mutagenesis
   Novel Genomes of Large DNA Viruses
   Heterologous Protein Secretion from Yeast
   Genetic Linkage Map of the Human X Chromosome
   Protein Insertion into & Across Membranes

II. Immunology
   Transfectomas to Novel Chimeric Antibodies
   Histocompatibility Antigens on Murine Tumors
   Factors in Protein Antigenic Structure

III. Developmental Biology and Cancer
   Spatially Regulated Expression of Homeotic Genes in Drosophila
   Plasticity of the Differentiated State
   Oncogenes in the Cytoplasm & Nucleus
   Granulocyte-Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factors
   X-Ray Structure of Displatin with DNA
   Immunoglobulin Heavy-Chain Enhancer:
   Tissue-Specific Factors

IV. Hormones and Metabolism
   Atrial Natriuretic Factor
   The LDL Receptor Gene
   Human von Willebrand Factor

V. Biotechnology
   Biotechnology & Food
   Drug Biotechnology: The Japanese Challenge

VI. Virology
   Nucleotide Sequence of Yellow Fever Virus
   Three-Dimensional Structure of Poliovirus

VII. Plant Sciences
   Arabidopsis thaliana & Molecular Genetics
   Safety & Genetic Engineering in Agriculture

VIII. Behavior and Sensory Phenomena
   The Cellular Basis of Hearing
   Insect Colony Sociogenesis
   Neurotrophic Factors

1986; 400 pp., comprehensive index, 125 illustrations and tables
Hardcover $29.95; AAAS members $23.95 ISBN 0-87168-314-7
Softcover $17.95; AAAS members $14.35 ISBN 0-07168-283-4

VISA, MasterCard, and Choice accepted; include account number, expiration date, and signature. Order from American Association for the Advancement of Science, Marketing, Dept. F, 1333 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005. Please add $1.50 postage and handling per order. Allow 4–6 weeks for delivery.
A Voice for the Science Professional

THE SCIENTIST is a new kind of publication for professionals working in the sciences. It is a newspaper—concisely written, lively to read. And, we think you’ll find the broad scope of its reportage uniquely helpful in your career. THE SCIENTIST is not meant to replace the scientific journals you now read. Instead, THE SCIENTIST focuses on key issues and matters outside the lab that can directly affect the conduct of science...and the people of science: tough issues of scientific ethics; political questions of science policy; financial topics that affect the economics of science; and the personal financial rewards of working in the sciences. And THE SCIENTIST reports hard news...from research fronts around the world.

THE SCIENTIST is published every two-weeks, 24 issues a year.

A "must-read" newspaper for every professional working in the sciences.

In every issue of THE SCIENTIST, you'll find timely news, interpretive reports and valuable information that can help you—and every professional working in the scientific arena—cope with the rigor of your profession.

THE SCIENTIST is edited for bench scientists, professors of science, science administrators, and virtually everyone charged with formulating and monitoring science policy. THE SCIENTIST is a forum where all science professionals can voice their special concerns and share new perspectives.

A forum for science professionals.

THE SCIENTIST is the first true "trade" newspaper of science...filling a need in the scientific community that grows more imperative with each year that passes.

Physicians, attorneys and other professional groups have had access to such publications for many years. In much a similar manner, THE SCIENTIST reports on key issues of concern to all working science professionals and opens its pages to every point-of-view.

In fact, the major contributors to THE SCIENTIST are people such as you, the working science professional.

And in each issue of THE SCIENTIST, you'll find a lineup of engaging regular features...

Face to Face...revealing interviews with the people of science.

Personal Communication...personal accounts by top scientists of their most important moments.

Ex Libris...pithy excerpts from important new books on the conduct of science.

So They Say...quotes from across the world's media to fill you in on what they're saying about science.

Reviews...books, films, television and reviews of software.

Tools...a wide-range of topics on the nuts and bolts of doing science...from microcomputers and laboratory design to sorting references and organizing reprint collections.

Lists...upcoming meetings, sources of funding, news about people, books going to press and awards.

Classified Ads...for science professionals looking for new jobs...for recruiting science professionals. And, at only $22.50 per column inch for "Positions Wanted" advertising, THE SCIENTIST offers you a practical and effective way to prospect for new opportunities.

From front page to back, THE SCIENTIST is packed with news and information that won't find in any of the publications you are reading now.

Issue after issue, THE SCIENTIST will keep you abreast of the important news you need to know. And, it will give you clearer insights into the key issues and events that will reshape the science workplace in the years immediately ahead.

INTRODUCTORY NO-RISK SUBSCRIPTION OFFER...

SAVE $11 on a one-year subscription 
SAVE $27 if you subscribe for two years.
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OUR NO-RISK GUARANTEE TO YOU

If you don't find THE SCIENTIST to be everything we say it is, you can cancel your subscription and we will immediately refund your money for the issues remaining. No questions asked.

Mail to: THE SCIENTIST, P.O. Box 677 Holmes, PA. 19043

☐ YOUR BEST BUY — 2 Years (48 issues): $80 (Save $37 off the regular annual price over two years.)

☐ 1-Year Introductory Rate (24 issues): $47 (Save $11 off the regular annual subscription rate of $58.)

☐ Payment Enclosed ☐ Bill Me

Please check one box in column "A" and one box in column "B"

A. FIELD OF INTEREST
   ☐ Agricultural Sciences
   ☐ Biological Sciences
   ☐ Chemical Sciences
   ☐ Earth Sciences
   ☐ Environmental Sciences
   ☐ Material Science & Engineering
   ☐ Physics
   ☐ Social Science
   ☐ Chemistry
   ☐ Other (please specify)

B. FUNCTION/WORK ACTIVITY
   ☐ Medical/Pharmaceutical
   ☐ General Administration and Financial Management
   ☐ R&D Management
   ☐ Practicing Researcher & Scientists
   ☐ Independent and Professional
   ☐ Product/Marketing Management
   ☐ Educator
   ☐ Legislation & Compliance
   ☐ Librarians
   ☐ Other (please specify)

NAME_________________________________________  TITLE__________________________

ORGANIZATION__________________________________________

STREET__________________________________________

CITY______________________STATE________ZIP________

NOTE: In Canada & Mexico, add $5 to the rates above. All other foreign, $20 one-year air-rate. $125 one-year air-mail. Payment must accompany all foreign subscription orders.

ACT NOW
To order your subscription to
THE SCIENTIST
call us toll-free: 1-800-345-8112
For personal orders call
1-800-662-2444

Or, if you prefer to write, simply complete and return this coupon.
Compact Fraction Collector Packs 174 Tubes Into a Square Foot.

And Costs Just $995.

It's versatile. Retriever II can handle up to four columns at once and collect by time, drops, or pulses from a pump. You can set volume directly in 0.1 or 1 ml increments if you're using it with an Isco Wiz pump. An optional fraction programmer lets you cut peaks based on slope or retention time.

Fast movement means Retriever II is as useful for HPLC as it is for low pressure prep work. Lift-out racks hold 10 to 18 mm tubes or 28 mm scintillation vials.

It's reliable. Retriever II uses the same coldroom-proof mechanism that Isco has perfected over many years in 20,000 similar fraction collectors and auto-samplers. Many are still going after 15 years!

Retriever II is the best value in mid-sized fraction collectors. For more information, or to order one now on 14-day approval, call toll free (800)228-4250. Or write Isco, Inc., P.O. Box 5347, Lincoln, NE 68505.
In LC sample injection, “just right” is all wrong.

Rheodyne explains why.

Why not load a 20-μL sample into a 20-μL sample loop? Seems just right. But it’s all wrong. It’s wrong because loading a volume of sample equal to the volume of the loop produces the worst accuracy and precision. Much more sample—or much less—is better.

This is one of several important facts about LC sample injection not immediately apparent to those who use liquid chromatographs. All are explained in our one-page bulletin, “Tips on LC Injection.” It clears up many common misconceptions. And helps you get better quantitative results.

For a copy contact Rheodyne, Inc., P.O. Box 996, Cotati, California, 94928, U.S.A. Phone (707) 664-9050.
THE PUMP 420
Ceramic pump heads provide constant, pulsefree flow for all HPLC solvents. CSP - The Column Shock Protection feature prevents columns from being damaged. The wide flow rate, ranging from 10 µl/min to 20 ml/min and working pressures up to 600 bar (8500 PSI) cover a wide range of analytical and preparative applications.

NEW: The Sampler 460
Special wash cycles clean the needle inside and outside as well as the injection port to assure a very low cross contamination. The automatic calibration, using up to 10 standards, can be done at any time during the run. Automatic pre-column derivatization and column switching can be programmed and controlled by the Sampler 460. A cooling option protects your biological samples.

NEW: The UV/VIS Detector 430
Two wavelengths are simultaneously recorded with exceptional wavelength reproducibility of 0.05 nm, ideal for quality control purposes. Optimized flow cells for high resolution chromatography are compensated for changes in the refractive index to ensure baseline stability. Different flow cells are available in the range from 0.3 µl up to 3 µl.

NEW: The HPLC System 400 - state of the art for today and for tomorrow
Ongoing development will provide you a variety of additional system components. All of them can be added to your HPLC System 400 at any time, thereby making your investment today a sound decision for years to come.

Your partner in science and health
KONTRON INSTRUMENTS
International Business Management:
KONTRON INSTRUMENTS AG, Bernerstrasse Sud 169, 8010 Zurich/Switzerland, Telephone (01) 435 4111, Telex 822 191

For further information please contact your local Kontron Company
Austria (Vienna) (0222) 692531
Belgium (Brussels) (02) 2180115
France (Montigny le Br.) (1) 30438152
West Germany (Munich) (08165) 6060
Great Britain (Watford) (0923) 45991
Holland (Maarsen) (030) 435121

Italy (Milan) (02) 50721
Japan (Tokyo) (03) 2634801
Scandinavia (Stockholm) (46) 8979700
Spain (Madrid) (01) 7291155
Switzerland (Zurich) (01) 4354111
U.S.A. (Everett. Mass.) (617) 389-6400
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